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From: Yenlys Hernandez

Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 1:10 PM

To: Carole Bird

Cc: Elisa L. Menendez; Sabrina Zambrano

Subject: Al Punto FCC Reports April 2014

Hi Carole 

These are the FCC reports for Al Punto of the month of April, 2014. Starting next month Elisa Menendez will be 

sending you the report.  If you have any questions please let me know.

Thank you

Yenlys 

FCC REPORTS for AL PUNTO, APRIL,  2014

===04/06/2014===

U.S. Representative Joe Garcma (D), Florida

"Cuban Twitter"

Time: 7:02

The Associated Press reports that the U.S. government created a "Cuban Twitter" known as ZunZuneo 
to undermine the Castro's government. Congressman Garcia comes to Al Punto to comment on the 
social network service and talk about the Fort Hood shooting.

Jaime Valdez and Marisa Franco, #Not1More

Hunger Strike 

Time: 7:00

The immigrant activist group, NotOneMoreDeportation, is starting a hunger strike. They plan to camp 
near the White House and are requesting relief for all the families that could potentially be separated by 
deportations. Valdez and Franco join Al Punto to talk about the activist group plans and petition. 

Fernando Espuelas, Host of "The Fernando Espuelas Show" on Radio Univision America Network

Hispanics and political power

Time: 4:32

Espuelas is the host and managing editor of a national, bi-lingual radio talk show on Radio Univision 
America Network. He talks to Ramos about immigration reform and what he thinks the Latino 
community has to do to gain more political power.

Leopoldo Lspez Gil, Father of Jailed Venezuelan Opposition Leader 

Leopoldo Lopez's judicial process in Venezuela

Time: 6:21

The political leader Leopoldo Lspez is still in prison. He has been accused by the government of 
Venezuela of instigating riots and violence during the protest that started more than a month ago. His 
father comes to Al Punto to voice his concerns about the judicial process against his son and what he 
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thinks is an unjust judiciary.    

Jersey Vargas and Mario Vargas, Immigration Activists
Daughter reunites with deported father 

Time: 5:00

Jersey Vargas made news when she approached Pope Francis to ask him to intercede for immigration 
reform and a halt to deportations. That same week, her father was released and allowed to stay in the 
country to fight his case in court. Both father and daughter come to Al Punto to tell their story.

===04/13/2014===

Luis Guillermo Solms, President-Elect of Costa Rica 

Presidential Elections in Costa Rica

Time: 7:00
The presidential elections in Costa Rica had a low voter turnout and even though experts were 
concerned that could impact the legitimacy of the electoral process, the President-Elect received almost 
78 percent of the vote. Luis Guillermo Solms, a 55-year-old historian and candidate from the Citizen 
Action Party won the presidential elections in Costa Rica by more than a million votes. The President-
Elect comes to Al Punto to discuss the future of the country and democracy in Latin America.

U.S. Representative Luis Gutierrez (D), Illinois 
Stop Deportations

Time: 6:37

Members of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus met with the Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh 
Johnson to present recommendations aimed to suspend or delay deportations, which would alleviate the 
situation of thousands of undocumented immigrants in the country. Representative Gutierrez 
participated in that meeting and will discuss the recommendations, the conversation with Secretary 
Johnson and the latest immigration reform developments on Al Punto.

U.S. Representative Mario Diaz-Balart (R), Florida

Negotiations for an immigration reform 
Time: 6:56

Representative Diaz-Balart is convinced that there is an opportunity to approve an immigration reform 
bill this year. According to him there are negotiations happening behind closed doors to gain the 
necessary votes. Diaz-Balart hopes that an immigration reform bill passes this year, because he thinks 
that if it does not pass now, it will become practically impossible to do it in the next two years.

Arianna Huffington, Chair, President, and Editor-in-Chief of the Huffington Post Media Group 
"Thrive"

Time: 7:00

In her new book, Thrive, Huffington writes about how to redefine success. Huffington explains why we 
should balance our lives in order to be able to accomplish our goals without sacrificing what is most 
important. 

Natalia Lizeth Lspez, Mexican Indigenous Activist 
Child activist defends her ancestors

Time: 6:03

An 11 year old child surprised Nuevo Leon's Congress with her speech about equality and 
discrimination in Mexico. Natalia talks to Ramos about why she strongly defends her ancestors and the 
importance of her culture.
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Franco De Vita, Venezuelan Singer and Songwriter

"En Primera Fila"

Time: 5:00
De Vita talks about his new production En Primera Fila and how he reinvented himself and his music.

===04/20/2014===

Henrique Capriles Radonsky, Venezuelan Opposition Leader and Governor of Miranda 

Opposition dialogue with Venezuelan government 
Time: 9:00

Negotiations between the Venezuelan government and opposition leaders continue in an effort to put an 
end to the worst political unrest Venezuela has experienced in many years. Capriles talks to Salinas 
about how the government is not accepting to grant amnesty to the people that have been arrested during 
the protest. He also discusses possible solutions to the political turmoil.

Alberto "Al" Cardenas, Chairman of the American Conservative Union 
Possible solutions for an immigration reform

Time: 5:00

Immigration Reform continues to stall in Congress. The inaction has members of both parties frustrated. 
Cardenas comes back to Al Punto to discuss possible solutions and what he thinks should be the strategy 
to win more GOP support.  

Katherine Vargas, Director of Hispanic Media at the White House
Next steps to help pass immigration reform 

Time: 4:00

President Obama urged House Republican leaders to allow a vote on the comprehensive immigration 
reform bill approved last year as a bipartisan effort in the Senate. What are the next steps the White 
House is going to take to help pass immigration reform?

Martin O'Malley, Governor of Maryland 
Possibilities of becoming a presidential candidate in 2016

Time: 6:00

The Governor joins Al Punto for the first time to talk about the possibilities of becoming a presidential 
candidate in 2016. In addition, he will discuss some of the initiatives that he has led at a state level, like 
the DREAM Act and driver licenses for undocumented immigrants.

Martmn Caparrss, Argentinean Writer and friend of Gabriel Garcma Marquez
The death of Gabriel Garcia Marquez 

Time: 7:00

After the death of Nobel laureate Gabriel Garcma Marquez, journalist Caparrss reacts to the loss of a 
legendary writer and talks about what Garcma Marquez meant to the world and literature.  

===04/27/2014===

Marma Antonieta Collins, Senior Special Correspondent, Univision News

Canonization of Pope John XXIII and John Paul II

Time: 3:00
Collins will be in Rome for special coverage of the canonization of Pope John XXIII and John Paul II. 

Reverend Josi Eugenio Hoyos, Director of the Spanish Catholic Apostolate of the Diocese of 
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Arlington, Virginia 

Process of canonization

Time: 5:00
John Paul II and John XXIII are about to be named saints. Father Hoyos will talk about the process and 
why the Polish Pope was set for the fastest canonization in modern history following his death in 2005, 
while Pope John XXIII, who died in 1963 had to wait 51 years for his sainthood.

Alberto Athii, Former Priest of the Archdiocese of Mexico

Divided opinion about canonization

Time: 6:00
The canonization of John Paul II comes with divided opinions. Some critics believe that his response to 
sex abuse of children in the Church was inappropriate. Athii comes to our studios to discuss why he is 
against the way Pope John Paul II and the Vatican covered up many of the abuse cases that were 
presented to them.

Juan Manuel Santos, President of Colombia 

Elections in Colombia
Time: 6:30

Santos faces a crucial re-election in May. He joins Al Punto to discuss the importance of the peace talks 
with FARC rebels, the elections and what Gabriel Garcma Marquez meant to him.

Anthony Weiner; Former U.S. Representative 

Future plans

Time: 7:41
What is next for this American politician? Weiner had to resign from Congress in June 2011, due to a 
sexting scandal. What does he think about the next presidential elections? Weiner talks exclusively to 
Ramos and responds many unanswered questions.

Diego Quemada-Dmez, Director of the movie "La Jaula de Oro"

Immigrants and their journey to the U.S.

Time: 6:26
Director and producer Quemada-Dmez presents his movie "La Jaula de Oro," a story about teenage 
Guatemalan immigrants and their journey to the U.S. in search of a better life and the cruel reality that 
they end up discovering.

==========END OF APRIL  REPORTS=============

Yenlys Hernandez  |  Associate Producer  |  Al Punto  |  Univision Network  |  8551 NW 30th Terrace, Miami, FL 33122
Direct: (305) 925-8833  |  Mobile: (786) 521-6446  |  yhernandez@univision.net  |  http://www.univision.net
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